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We’ve had a few queries about controls available in Zoom for our presentations.
The screen design varies between desktop machines (Mac PC) and tablets (eg iPads etc).
Generally the Zoom controls are in a bar at the bottom of the desktop screen.
These can be set to hidden - if not seen, move the cursor towards the bottom of the screen.
For iPads tap the screen and the controls become visible at the top.
The controls allow participants to join/mute/ unmute audio, turn video on/off, show the
participants list, chat window, share screen if allowed by host, record session if allowed by
host, and give reactions (which show momentarily on host screen).
Meetings can be joined via the Zoom app, entering the meeting ID and Password, or by
clicking on the url in the invitation email.
If using the app, your display name is whatever was in the login screen - it can be changed
at this point.
If using the url, or having joined the meeting, hover the cursor over your personal video
screen, click on the 3 dots (…) and there is a rename option.
On an iPad, from the control bar, select Participants, then click on your own name and there
is an option to rename.

For larger sessions, such as Presentations by external speakers, club members should join
but
, or join with both but then turn off using the
controls at left end of bottom Zoom control bar.
For iPads tap the screen and the controls are at the top. If you join without using computer
audio, you need to join audio to hear the presenter. For these larger sessions the club will
use the facility to automatically mute participants on entry, but
the host has controls to mute all participants and to prevent them unmuting.
Having joined a meeting there may be a landing screen (title page) if the host has set one
up, or just the individual participants video feeds if not. A landing screen is a shared screen
and the video feeds are still visible, usually on the right.
These may be reduced if in the way - there are icons on the top bar of video feeds with
various levels of reduction.
To remove the video feed altogether move the cursor to the top of the shared screen where
there should be a drop down menu entitled View Options - click on “Hide Video Panel”.
On iPad the video feed is displayed in a separate window bottom right. The default shows
will expand the window to show more
just your own video feed. There are 2 controls
participants,
will close the window down to a small Zoom icon.
Chat is enabled from the control bar (bottom of screen for desktop) or for iPad tap the
screen and select the More option at top. If the Chat window overlays the shared screen
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simply click on the screen control icons of the Chat window ( x or -, ie close, or hide), or
Close on an iPad. The window can be restored by clicking on the Chat icon again.
For presentations Chat will be set up so that messages can only be sent to the host (usually
the chairman). The host Chat icon will show a count of messages, so that even if their Chat
window is closed, they can see messages are present.
Alan Yeates - May 2020

We have now run several club webinars over Zoom and apart from one sound issue, the
facility seems to be working well.
The highlights for me have been the two Guy Edward’s webinars on landscape and nature.
His photography is second to none and he has adapted his presentation style to suit virtual
meetings. He even had the courage to disconnect from the last webinar when the audio
quality was poor, reboot his router and re-join the meeting with improved sound.
Photographers like Guy, who rely on workshops for their living, are having a tough time
during this lockdown so I am pleased that our Programme Secretary, Nigel Reader, booked
Guy for these two sessions.
Guy asked me to let you know that he is running 1-1 online tuition on post-processing and
info@guyedwardes.com
portfolio critique.
Over the next few weeks, we have more Zoom webinars - the Annual General Meeting, the
Annual Club Show and Martin’s Digital and Clive & Tessa’s Contemporary special interest
groups.
As you can appreciate, these virtual sessions are not the same as physical meetings and new
meeting protocols should be adopted - see previous page in this Newsletter.
It is difficult to have conversations over Zoom when there are more than 8 to10 participants.
Zoom monitors the volume of all audio and will try and switch to the participant who is
talking. If more than one person talks - or makes any noise - then
That’s why we ask you to mute your mikes when joining Zoom meetings. And, of course,
computer microphones are very good at picking up any noises. I’ve heard on Zoom calls; a
domestic argument, dogs barking, a cup of coffee being spilled (with accompanying
expletives) and TVs.
So thank you for your patience and enthusiasm for these Zoom calls. Nigel, Clive, Tessa,
Martin, Colin, Duncan, Alan and I are trying our best to continue with club Zoom sessions
over the summer and we’ll be pleased to accept any feedback and improvement suggestions
that you may have.
. http://worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/whats-on/programme2019-20
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Sunsets Galore!!
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Thinking Mean
Clive R Haynes FRPS
As photographers we constantly strive to improve our perception and compositional technique. In the search for
perfection there is, understandably, a tendency to adopt tried and tested guidelines with the presumption that the
advice received has a firmly established base.
In almost every book giving advice about composition there will be found a reference to the so-called 'rule of thirds'.
Like so many other 'rules' the concept is nothing more than a form or convention. However in the case of 'thirds'
there is a fundamental error in the concept. This error continues to be perpetuated and as a result many people just
miss making more satisfying pictures: instead of thinking 'thirds' we should think 'mean'!
Euclid, way back in the third century B.C. knew about the strength of a device called ‘The Golden Mean' (also known
as ‘The Golden Section’) and in describing the division of a line to relate to this, he wrote:'A straight line is said to have been cut in extreme and mean ratio when,
as the whole line is to the greater segment, so is the greater to the less.'
This can be shown as A
C
Expressed as ratios... AC:CB : CB:AB

B

(Sorry if it looks a bit mathematical but read the above carefully and it will make sense, honest!)
Putting it more simply still: If for any line, AC = 8 units and CB = 13 units, the 'Golden Mean' position will fall at C.
If we apply the 'rule of thirds' the result would be AC = 7 units with CB = 14 units. Close but NOT the same. See
below as related to an image format of 2:3.

Intersection of Thirds

Intersection of The Golden Mean
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To further the case, in the 16th century, a close friend of Leonardo da Vinci, wrote about
'Divina Proportione', in which he describes the proportion of The Golden Mean as
aesthetically superior to any other, being almost mystical in its significance.
Research since that time indicates that people tend to prefer proportions of that approximate
golden mean rather than any other.
If 'thirds' had been near enough, then no doubt Leonardo and others would have adopted it
for the sake of simplicity.
At some point in history someone did us all a great disservice by attempting to reduce
the golden mean by calling it 'thirds'.
Indeed, for simplicity and as an aide to composition, many cameras include a display which
shows a grid with ‘Thirds’.
So, why all the fuss? Many pictures we see simply just look right, balanced and harmonious.
However, if one applies the 'rule of thirds' to these works it is quite likely that for the most
part where such a convention appears to fit, that we find that the critical point is just inside
the 'third' point.
This narrow margin is often the difference between a successful and a less than successful
picture.
have strong compositional features
In point of fact many pictures created instinctively
which do fall at or near The Golden Mean, but how often have we heard of these very points
referred to as 'thirds'? In this way the myth is perpetuated and the novice sets off to capture
pictures by applying 'thirds' to the scene in a rigorous manner in the mistaken belief that the
picture will therefore be compositionally perfect. Oh dear, the pictures often seem to work
but not quite.
The problem with 'thirds’ is that their placement is inclined to appear a little too symmetrical
for comfort. The Golden Mean affords the opportunity for a tighter compositional form and
as improved natural 'balance' within the scene.
To further personal expression, one should not, of course, slavishly follow any formula
or convention but when there is occasion to utilise strong compositional areas within the
frame, it is worth considering the 'golden section' rather than the near-enough concept
of 'thirds'.
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Thirds Example
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I have been delving into the photographic archives, especially old holiday photographs to post
on Facebook to tease the kids, who incidentally are no longer kids - some WCC members have
also joined in the fun.
I have built a small desert environment set up in my greenhouse so that I can photograph the
plants as they bloom - I did that a couple of days ago and here are a few images to share.

I have been digging into my old botany images and have been producing panels using images
from my old cactus collection. – see next page
I have been busy myself producing AVs and have now set up my own YouTube page, at the
moment I have 69 AVs to show and share.
Here is the link to my page for those interested in taking a peep or having a crack at making
their own AVs.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdd8UO0rNFfsHXxcrcIhuLg?view_as=subscriber
During lockdown I have also been communicating with some of the countries top AV
producers, there is a web site for just that which
is. https://www.facebook.com/groups/180915026048642
There is a wealth of knowledge and friendly advice there so anyone interested in AV’s please
do visit.
Best wishes - Barrie
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Recently a free utility was released by Canon which allows us to use our Canon cameras
as webcams, this means we can take advantage of the features we’d normally use when taking
pictures like auto focus and aperture to give us control over where the camera focus and
depth of field coupled with the image quality that a larger sensor and superior lens can supply.
Currently this utility is in Beta and I believe only available for PC’s, also it doesn’t support all camera’s however whilst my camera wasn’t listed on the supported models page it
still worked so if you think you’d like to try this then I've added a few steps below that should
help you to get up and running.
Once installed your video programs should recognise your camera as a device and can be
configured with programs like Zoom as you can see here.

To download the utility, go to Canon’s download site and select your model, or if yours isn’t listed
then the closest to it as it might still work.
https://www.usa.canon.com/internet/portal/us/home/support/self-help-center/eos-webcam-utility/
Below I’ve shown the download instructions you’ll find on the page.

This will take you to your camera’s software page where you should see this utility listed, click the
SELECT button then DOWNLOAD to save it to your PC.
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Follow the on-screen instructions to complete the installation, you will then need to restart your
PC.
Once your PC has restarted first check if you have EOS utilities running in the background as
this will override the camera detection, so we need to exit this first.
Then on your camera select movie mode, something like this and turn it on, then connect the
USB cable.

When you open your video software, for example Zoom, you should then be able to select
EOS Webcam Utility as your camera if it’s not already showing and you’ll have a preview
image.

In case your image is upside down or reversed you’ll need to use the programs controls to re-orientate it, you’ll now be able to use your camera’s controls like zoom and aperture to give you
more control over your picture.
For further information here is the link to Canon’s support page in case you have any problems
https://support.usa.canon.com/kb/index?page=content&id=ART176746&actp=RSS
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Jenny sent me this lovely image of Aquilegia - it reminded me of the
one’s I had in my Norfolk garden - had quite forgotten how
beautiful they are - have just ordered some!

Editors Note As ‘Zoom Meetings’ will continue throughout the Summer I hope to
produce a Newsletter on a fortnightly basis.

So I will be needing content!
I am sure you are all busy - probably not doing the things you would expect
to be doing - but we will all be interested in whatever this is!
You all responded marvellously last time I asked!
So I look forward to hearing from you.
Stay safe - Judy
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Here are the Two Latest
winners!

Meat Shop

Warriors Santa Ana
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